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s long-term wet weather control plans are
developed and implemented, the operations and maintenance (O&M) manager
is often faced with developing a budget with little
to no background information. Implementing longterm wet weather control plans can be daunting,
costing upwards of $1 to $2 billion for large, older
communities with combined sewers. Capital funds
can be raised via revenue bonds or state revolving loans, which are paid off over 20 to 30 years.
However, unlike the capital funding for wet weather facilities, O&M costs can significantly affect
sewer rates, since those costs must be allocated
on an annual basis. Without consideration of the
O&M costs associated with each control option,
the “least-cost” capital alternative may result in a
higher overall cost when O&M is accounted for.

Challenges for O&M Managers
As an O&M manager, imagine the following
scenario:
• You have to develop and implement a long-
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term combined-sewer overflow (CSO) or
sanitary-sewer overflow (SSO) control plan,
as dictated by federal or state regulators.
• You hire a consultant to assist you in developing
and implementing the plan, which should meet
all water quality standards “during times of
discharge,” and the consultant recommends
a least-cost solution.
• You hire a design consultant to assist you in
the design of CSO or SSO controls.
• You and your consultant hire contractors to
build what the consultant has designed.
• After everything is built, the consultant and
contractors are no longer involved.
• You wake up in a cold sweat, asking, “How
much is it going to cost me to operate and
maintain these facilities?”
With pressure from boards, commissions,
and councils to hold the line on sewer rates, the
O&M manager must consider all costs during the
development stages of a long-term plan. While
intermittent wet weather treatment processes are
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Figure 1. What Can Happen Without Ongoing Staff Input

Developing an O&M Budget

A wet weather O&M budget should
start during the development phase of
a long-term control plan. The MIS–KIS
principle (“make it simple–keep it simple”) may help to reduce O&M costs. For
example, while process automation and
supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems may seem to be laborsaving measures, these systems must be
What Administration
What the Planners
carefully examined for true cost savings.
Approved
Recommended
Process automation and SCADA systems
theoretically would reduce the number
of operators required during wet weather
events. However, the operational labor
savings can be offset by higher costs
to maintain these highly technical systems. Hiring staff with higher skill sets
(instrumentation, SCADA, and programmable logic controller technicians) must
What the Contractor
What the Engineers
be considered. In addition, automation
Built
Designed
and SCADA systems may require replacement every 7 to 10 years, as equipment
and technology become obsolete in this
short period of time.
Staff Input From the Start. O&M
managers and staff must be engaged
during all aspects of the planning, development, design, and implementation of
What Operations and Maintenance
the control plan to ensure that their
Wanted in the First Place
experience with wastewater treatment
similar to wastewater treatment plant processes,
processes and equipment is embedded into the
the O&M costs for wet weather facilities are
plan. It is not enough for them to state their wants
clearly dissimilar. To arrive at a true least-cost
and desires. Consider the scenario in Figure 1
alternative, wet weather O&M costs must be
(above). Experience has shown that it is facilunderstood and factored into the final control
ity and equipment cost — plus the knowledge
plan.
of true O&M costs — based on staff experience
During the past 25 years, Wayne, Macomb,
with similar equipment that leads to a reduction
and Oakland counties and Detroit have operated
of total costs.
wet weather control and treatment facilities
Gather Operations Information. You do not
in southeast Michigan. Their O&M budgets
have to reinvent the wheel. A wealth of informahave evolved from a “best guess” to those
tion about wet weather facilities is available on
incorporating best practices. The Detroit Water
the Internet; some of it is even operations-related.
For instance, CSO retention treatment basin (RTB)
and Sewerage Department (DWSD) finalized its
Phase II Long-Term CSO Control Plan in 1996.
performance and water-quality-related informaDWSD’s wastewater O&M staff were involved from
tion are available on www.rougeriver.com. Buried
the start of the planning phase. Their experience
in the technical reports is a document, Operators’
with treatment processes and equipment helped
Forum Report — RPO-CSO-TR39, that is a compendium of operators’ experiences with CSO RTB
keep costs in check. The table on p. 65 shows
the capital and O&M costs for each element of
processes, including experiences with screening,
the district’s CSO plan. As seen from the table, a
disinfection, basin flushing, flow monitoring, sam30-year O&M cost is sizable. As inflation drives up
pling, basin dewatering, and control systems. A
description of the challenges of operating an RTB
labor costs, as well as chemical, utility, and other
nonlabor costs, O&M budgets and, ultimately,
also are described in the report.
sewer rates must be adjusted to accommodate
Involve Federal and State Agencies. Federal
increased annual costs.
and state regulators’ input during the planning
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Figure 2. Labor Hours Versus Retention Treatment Basin Size

a 120-million-gal (454,000-m3)
storage tunnel that would
statistically capture all but
two events per year. Instead
of using the typical method
of calculating runoff from
a design storm (uniform
rainfall starts at Ti = 0 across
the entire tributary area and
stops at Tt = T), the planners
modeled storm events based
on 36 years of actual rainfall
and snowmelt data from eight
local rain gauges. DEQ would
accept this proposal only if
screening and disinfection
facilities were constructed at each of the 17
outfalls. The logistics for staff to operate and
maintain facilities used only twice a year was
unacceptable, and O&M staff requested another
way to eliminate the need for equipment at each
outfall.
The second proposal utilized modeled
temporal or spatial rainfall and snowmelt
during the 36-year period to upsize the tunnel
to 201 million gal (761,000 m3), which would
statistically capture all but one annual CSO event.
In addition, DWSD performed CSO sampling to
demonstrate that the amount of sanitary trash
items within a CSO event was negligible after the
first-flush period. Based on the presentation of
the model simulations and the CSO sampling,
DEQ approved the capture tunnel without
screening and disinfection equipment. This
project, once completed and in service, will
have to demonstrate that the tunnel’s capacity
would statistically be exceeded only once
per year, with the demonstration period of 15
years. DWSD is confident that the tunnel design
will meet DEQ’s demonstrative criteria. With
persistence, staff wants and needs prevailed

and development of CSO and SSO control plans
can be beneficial. Specifically, identifying regulatory goals can lead to modifications to achieve
these goals at less cost. For example, DWSD’s
Upper Rouge Storage Tunnel project consists of
a 7.5-mi (12-km), 201-million-gal (761,000-m3) storage tunnel with drop shafts to divert CSOs from
17 outfalls along the Rouge River and a 150-mgd
(568,000-m3/d) pump station at the southerly end
to pump the stored flow back into the sewer system for eventual treatment.
The Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) CSO Control Policy contains presumptive and demonstrative criteria for CSO facility design. For RTBs, the criteria are as follows:
• Capture all CSOs generated by a 1-year, 1-hour
design storm.
• Provide 30 minutes of contact time (for
disinfection purposes) for all CSO flows
generated by up to a 10-year, 1-hour design
storm.
• Demonstrate that the control meets water
quality standards at the time of discharge.
• If the control does not meet water quality
standards at the time of discharge, the facility
is upgraded to meet water
Figure 3. Maintenance Staff Requirements
quality standards.
Knowing that maintaining
and operating an additional
17 CSO capture and
treatment facilities would
have a significant impact
on its budget, especially in
terms of labor, equipment,
maintenance, and chemical
costs, DWSD O&M staf f
challenged the planners to
find another solution that
DEQ would approve.
The first proposal included
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Figure 4. Comparison of Nonstaff Costs to Basin Size

in keeping future O&M costs in check. (More
information on this approach can be found in
the paper “More CSO Control for Less Dollars!”
presented by James Sherrill, Wade Trim, and
Gary Fujita in the proceedings of the 2005 Water
Environment Federation Collection System
Specialty Conference.)

Elements of a Wet Weather O&M
Budget
Every O&M manager knows what should go
into a budget, but for a wet weather budget the
question is, “How much?” How does one prepare
a budget based on not knowing how often or how
long a wet weather facility operates in a year?
Staffing. Because wet weather facilities are
used intermittently does not mean that staffing
should be similarly allocated. Preventive and
corrective maintenance schedules must be
adhered to for the equipment to function when
needed. Care in developing a staffing plan to
meet operational needs can have long-term
effects on a budget.
Several staffing combinations may be
considered in developing an O&M budget. Staffing
plans must consider the number of facilities,
complexity of the facilities’ processes, and
availability of local resources. Dedicated staffing
allocates resources solely to the O&M of wet
weather facilities. This may be considered if the
agency has many wet weather control facilities
and requires a full-time staff. Shared staffing
overlaps resources with the existing wastewater
operations group. Additional duties may involve
other facilities (treatment plants, stormwater
facilities, and sanitary pump stations). This
alternative may be considered when the owner
has only a few wet weather facilities. Sharing
resources can have a significant impact on overall
labor costs. Seasonal staffing is considered
for groundskeeping and building maintenance
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activities during warmer
months. Contracted staffing is
hired for its expertise in wet
weather facility O&M. These
resources are contracted
on an as-needed basis. This
option is used often when
hiring full-time equivalent
staff is not warranted or
when specialized skill sets
are unavailable.
Wet weather facility staffing
can be an evolutionar y
process. In DWSD’s case, as
more CSO facilities came online, four types of staffing were utilized:
• shared staffing resources with the wastewater
treatment plant to operate and maintain the
first three RTBs and in-system storage gates;
• shared staffing resources with the treatment
plant, plus contracted maintenance staff when
two screening and disinfection treatment
facilities were added;
• shared staffing with the treatment plant, plus
contracted maintenance staff when 17 insystem storage devices were added; and
• dedicated staff to wet weather O&M and
contracted maintenance staff when three
more RTBs were added on-line.
Labor Hours. Different treatment technologies differ in complexity and require different
levels of O&M. More complex treatment systems
(more equipment) will require more labor hours
and more-advanced staff skill sets. DWSD’s Web
site, www.dwsd.org, offers several papers and
PowerPoint presentations that discuss the operations and labor and nonlabor costs of wet weather facilities, a case study of southeast Michigan’s
experience in developing staffing plans, and how
interested agencies facing a similar situation can
use the information in the papers and presentations to benchmark their O&M budgets.
Figure 2 (p. 63) shows the relationship
between the number of labor hours required and
the size of the RTB. Figure 3 (p. 63) quantifies the
types of staff required to operate and maintain
one RTB.
Nonlabor Costs. Additional data relating
to annual nonlabor costs (chemicals, utilities,
equipment, and supplies), based on actual
operational experience, are presented in Figure
4 (above). Chemical shelf life must be considered
in budgeting. Disinfection chemicals (sodium
hypochlorite) degrade and stratify over time.
Mixing equipment is needed to ensure consistent
disinfectant strength. In designing a disinfection
©2008 Water Environment Federation. All rights reserved.

system for wet weather facilities, the rate of
chemical usage should be considered, and the
amount of storage should take shelf life into
consideration to prevent long-term storage. Longterm chemical storage results in higher costs due
not only to storage costs but also to resulting
fines if older, less-effective chemicals result in
permit violations. O&M experiences with sodium
hypochlorite stratification and degradation are
accessible at www.rougeriver.com/pdfs/cso/RPOCSO-TR39.pdf.
Chemical reagents for analytical testing also
have limited shelf lives. Operators should keep
records on reagents and other chemicals so that
process-chemical dosing and analytical tests are
not invalidated by expired chemicals.
A sufficient supply of parts and expendable
materials must be budgeted and stocked at
each facility. Materials such as lubricants, HVAC
filters, lights, and sample containers must always
be available. If a facility automation or SCADA

system is being used, replacement parts must be
readily available.
Benchmarking. O&M managers will soon be
able to benchmark their wet weather budgets and
actual O&M costs using other agencies’ budgets
and actual O&M costs. A database is currently
being compiled that will show actual labor and
nonlabor costs for various treatment facility and
system sizes. Agencies that have wet weather
facilities in operation are encouraged to contact
Gary Fujita (fujita@dwsd.org) or James Sherrill
(jsherrill@wadetrim.com) to add their data and
experiences to the database.
Gary Fujita, P.E., is deputy director of the
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department and
a licensed Class A wastewater plant operator
in Michigan. He also was project manager of
the department’s Long-Term CSO Control Plan.
James Sherrill is a principal at Wade Trim Inc.
(Detroit).

Long-Term CSO Control Plan Capital Versus O&M Cost Considerations
Status

Capital cost,
$ million

30-Year O&M
cost, $ million

Hubbell–Southfield Basin

In operation

65

22

Puritan–Fenkell Basin

In operation

21

10

Seven Mile Basin

In operation

19

9

Leib screening/disinfection

In operation

31

11

St. Aubin screening/disinfection

In operation

22

8

Seven in-system storage gates

In operation

6

4

Two in-system storage dams

In operation

4

3

Thirteen in-system storage dams

In operation

27

26

WWTP primary clarifiers

In operation

94

11

Conner Creek Basin

In operation

199

43

Baby Creek screening/disinfection

In operation

76

17

Belle Isle Basin

In construction

7

5

Oakwood Basin

In construction

50

30

Upper Rouge storage tunnel

In design

573

52

Oakland County: George W. Kuhn,
Bloomfield, Birmingham, Acacia Park RTBs*

In operation

224

57

Wayne County: Redford, Inkster, Dearborn
Heights, Milk River RTBs; Livonia SSO EQ
Basin*

In operation

84

132

Macomb County: Chapaton, Martin RTBs*

In operation

33

31

1535

471

Facility
Detroit

TOTAL

*Oakland, Wayne, and Macomb County 30-year O&M costs are estimated.
CSO = combined-sewer overflow.
EQ = equalization basin.
O&M = operations and maintenance.
RTB = retention treatment basin.
SSO = sanitary-sewer overflow.
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